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Open doors for new ideas to take place
I have had applied for previous Solicitation, like few weeks ago, and I wanted to share my
experience here, for the benefit of every parties, applicants, California Energy Commission and
public.
1) My proposal for the previous solicitation was denied for an administrative reasons that had not
been clarified to me.
2) I can guess that those Administrative Reasons are mainly about being a non Californian Based
firm or incorporation.
3) I do expect that the same action will happen with me if I applied in this Solicitation or any
other one, unless a major CHANGE happens in the mentality of how they evaluate the applicants
proposals and ideas.
My comments on the previous mentioned points are as follows:
a) No big ideas or solutions will result from making solicitations exclusively limited to
Californian Based Firms or Individuals. Ideas can born any where else on this planet. and
making everything limited to Californian based firms or individuals will only REDUCE the
numbers of minds that can give a hand to help achieve State of California Emission targets.
b) If it is all about Californian Firms or Individuals, then why State of California still CANNOT
catch up to it's targeted Goals of reducing Carbon Emissions?..
c) Ideas do not belong to any place or time or believes or any thing else. Ideas belong to thinking
and hard working only.
Best Regards,
Ahmed Hashem
Intern Architect
Perrysburg, Ohio

